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Abstract
AGGREGATION OF INTERACTING POLYELECTROLYTES
AND
SEQUENCE AND CONFORMATIONS OF POLYAMPHOLYTES
MAY 1997
DEVESH SRIVASTAVA
B. E. UNIVERSITY OF ROORKEE ROORKEE INDIA
M. TECH. INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY KANPUR INDIA
PH. D. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor M. Miithukumar
The structure of aggregates formed by oppositely charged polyelectrolytes of the same
cliain length N and charge density and the kinetics of the formation of these aggregates
has been studied using a dynamic Monte Carlo algorithm. The model considers the evo-
lution of chains through local motion of monomers and exhibits the complex behavior
associated with the formation of such aggregates. The chains interpenetrate in two dis-
tinct steps — the chains first diffuse towards each other and then collapse abruptly to
form smaller aggregates. This abrupt collapse is a consequence of cooperativity in the ag-
gregation process. The chains collapse and are considerably smaller in the aggregate than
in isolation; the conformational properties of each of the two chains of the same chain
length and charge density in the aggregate are the same. The radii of gyration of the
chains in the aggregate and of the aggregate scale as N^^'^. Aggregates formed by longer
chains initially scale as N. These aggregates continue to reorganize and eventually scale
as N^^'^. However, it is possible that for sufficiently long chains, as in real experimental
situations, this process of reorganization is hindered by the formation of entanglements
etc. The aggregates would then form a non-equilibrium structure and would not scale as
Ari/2.
v
The conformations of randomly but specifically sequenced polyampholytes are deter-
mined by the interplay of the polyelectrolyte effect and the polyampholyte effect. The
relative importance of the two is determined by the location of charges along the chain.
Polyampholytes adopt extended conformations like self avoiding walk at high tempera-
tures and collapsed structures at low temperatures. This diference arises from differences
in the location of charges along the chain. Diff"erences in the location of charges along the
chain also lead to differences in the conformational spectrum and in the energy spectrum
of the polyampholytes.
vi
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Chapter i
Introduction
1.1 Synthetic polyampholytes
Polyanipholytes are polymers which posess both positive and negative charges along
their backl)one[21, 4] properties of these polymers are determined strongly by their overaU
(:oini)()siti()n and their (uivironment.
Studies on synthetic polyampholytes date back to 1952 when Alfrey and Morawetz[l]
rei)ort(Hl the synthesis of vinyl polyampholytes from the copolymerization of 2-vinyl pyri-
dine; ;in(l iiietliacrylic acid. These polyampholytes behaved as polyanions in alkaline
sohition and as polycations in acidic solution. However, these polymers were insoluble at
the isc)(!l(:ctric point.
Ehrlich and D()ty[8] copolymerized 2-(dimethylamino) (^tliylmethacrylate with meth
acrylic acid to obtain polyampholytes soluble over the entire pH range. Tlu^y prepared
co}K)lymers with varying methacrylic acid content, 23 to 57%, and studied the solution
and light scattering properties of the copolymer with 53.7 mol% methacrylic acid at its
isoelectric point. The polymer coils possessed nagative second virial coefficients, A2,
indicating that the hydrodynamic volume of the coils was reduced by intramolecular
attractions between positively and negatively charged groups.
Salamone[22] have prepared a number of polyampholytes, including those with posi-
tive^ and iK^gative charges on the same pendant group from l-vinyl-2-(3-sulfopropyl) imid
azolium hydroxide inner salt, and random and alternating copolymers with the charges on
different pendant groui:)S. The random copolymer was prepared from 3-nuithacryl amido-
propyl trimethyl ammonium chloride and 2-acryl amido-2-methyl propane sulfonate while
tlu^ a,lt(nnating copolymer was prepared from 4-vinyl-pyridine and p-styrenesulfonate.
Merle and Selegny[16] have also prepared ampholytic copolymers of methacrylic acid
and N,N-dimethylaniinoethyl methacrlate.
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More recently McCormick and Salazar[15] have prepared water soluble ainpholytic
copolymers of sodium-2-(acrylamido)-2-methylpropanesulfonate (NaAMPS) and [2-
(acrylaniido)-2-methylpropyl] trimethylammonium chloride (AMPTAC) by free radical
copolymerization. In the absence of added electrolytes, decreasing viscosities were ob-
served as copolymer compositions approach equal molar values. This is attributed to
decreasing polymer hydrodynamic volumes caused by intramolecular associations.
Corpart and Candau[5] have studied the aqueous solution properties of a series of
polyampholytes of NaAMPS and MAQDAT by turbidimetry and viscometry. The solu-
tion behavior is directly related to the copolymer composition. Neutral copolymers with
balanced stoichiometry collapse into globules in pure water and adopt a Gaussian confor-
mation at high sodium chloride contents due to screening of the attractive electrostatic
interactions. Copolymers with a large net charge behave like conventional polyelectrolytes
and are marked by a lower viscosity at large ionic strengths.
Skouri[24] have studied random terpolymers of NaAMPS, acrylamide and [2-
(methacryloyl()xy)(!thyl]trimethylammonium chloride (MAQDAT) by static and dynamic
light scati(!ring. At high ionic strengths, the sample was entirely soluble and the chains
exhil)itcd an excluded volume conformation. At lower ionic strengths, part of the sample
precipitates, 'leaving swollen chains with a net charge in the supernatant.
1.2 Properties of polyampholytes
Polyampholytes contain functional groups of both acidic and basic character and be-
have either as polyacids or polybases depending on the pH of the medium. In acidic
and alkaline media polyampholytes behave as polyacations and polyanions, respectively;
the intrinsic viscosity decreases with the increase of ionic strength. However, an anti-
polyelectrolyte effect is observed at the isoelectric point - the intrinsic viscosity increases
with the ionic strength as screening of opposite charges leads to expanded chain confor-
mations. At the isoelectirc point possess more compact structures than Gaussian coils
because of attraction between unlike charges. As a result the viscosity is minimal at the
isoelectric point whereas the sedimentation constant has a maximum value.
Moreover, polyampholytes resemble proteins in some respects - like proteins they
possess an isoelectric point and increased viscosity at pH higher and lower than the iso-
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electric pH. These features have also been observed in polymeric amino acids polyglycine
and polyphenylalanine, in the enzyme lysozyme and ni copolynuus of (m(>th)acrylic a,(:id
with vinylpyridines ar dialkylaminoethyl(meth) acrylates. Therefore, a study of polyam-
pholytes can shed light on the solution behavior of their biological analogues.
The solution b(ihavior of polyampholytes is best illustrated by the behavior of poly
(vinyl pyridine
-co- methacrylic acid). As with amphoteric polymers in solution contain-
ing a simple gegenion, an equilibrium exists whose position depends on the pH of the
solution. In a strongly acidic medium the pyridine groups are converted to pyridinium
ions whereas the carboxylate groups are protonated. In alkaline solutions, the ucnitral
carboxyl groups are converted to carboxylate ions whereas the pyridinium groups are con-
verted to neutral pyridine moietes. Accompanying this shift in eiiuilibrium is an increase
in viscosity similar to that found in polyelectrolytes. The viscosity increases in acidic
solution b(icause of intramolecular repulsion between pyridinium cations. Similarly, in
alkaline! solutions the chain (expands because of coulombic repulsion between carboxylate
ions. The reduced viscosity increases on both the acidic and alkali sides. At an intermedi-
ate pH, 'L(t. at the isoelectric point, a minimum is reached in the viscosity as the polymer
chain has a, tightly coiled conformation because of intramolecular attraction. This has
been establittlied by light scattering data which show a negative second virial coefficient
and an increase in the Huggins constant k/ implying that intramolecular interactions have
increased.
The polymer molecule at the isoelectric point is electrically neutral. This neutrality
may result from an equal extent of ionization of the acidic and basic groups or from un-
charged acidic and basic groups. The zwitterionic structure, which is more water soluble
in some cases, results only if the hydrogen ion affinity of the uncharged basic moiety is
greater than that of the acidic moiety. For example, in a copolymer of weakly basic 4-vinyl
pyridine and weakly acidic methacrylic acid, the polymer is insoluble in the isoelectric
region. On the other hand, in a copolymer of methacryhc acid with the more strongly
basic dimethylaminoethylmethacrlate the equilibrium favors the zwitterionic species in
the isoelectric region. This copolymer is soluble at its isoelectric point. This difference
in solubility is accounted for by the different extents of ionization of functional groups in
the isoelectric region. The location of the isoelectric region depends on the composition
of the copolymer.
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1.3 Theory
Higgs and .]oaiiny[ll] havo considonnl tho coiiforiiiations of polycunpholyics with pos-
itive and n(^gal.iv(; inonoiiHns dispcMscul randomly aJong iho. cliain. Tlu^y condndo lliai if
the chain is n(Mitrai, it collapses into a glol)nle due to attractive^ el(H:trostatic interactions.
This globnUi consists of blobs ol" radius k.^, ' wIkmx. /v,^/ is a scnuMiing \rui^iU arising from
the polymeric charge; tlu^ l)eliavior of charges in a globuh^ is similar to that in a simple
micro(il(M:tr()lyte. As salt is added, the attractive^ intciractious a,r(^ scrcunuHl a,nd lUv. chain
expands. In a, good solvent there is a 0 salt concentration alxm^ which tlu^ |)olymer chains
are swollen and Ix^low which they are collapscxl. Tluiy hav(! also (let(irmined a crit(M ion
for »i('t chargt^ a.t which the polyamph()lyt(^ behaves as a polyelectrolyte, i.e. (electrostatic
r(ii)ulsion Ixegins to dominate electrostatic attraction.
Wittmer, .lohiHU' and .J()anny[28] discuss i\u) (ilfect of disti ibution of charges on the
coidbrniational prop(u-ti(\s of a chain using ran(h)m i)ha,s(^ a,pi)r()ximation. If the
charges nvv. locatiul randomly, tlu^ |)()lyampholyt(! colhii)S(^s and has tin* sa,m(* structure
locally a,s a, salt solution and can be descrilxul by a l)(;l)ye-Huckel theory. If the clia,rg(^s
alternate? along the chain, the chain has a finite? n(?ga,tiv(? seicond virial co(?lli( i(M!t. lMii tli(u-,
alternating polyampholytes are more soluble? tha,n randomly chargeul i)olyanii)h()lyt(?s.
Victor and Inil)(irt[27] have? studieid the collapse of an alt<irnating polyampholytii using
Monte? Carle) sinmlations e)f a neutral chain em a lattice. They show that an a.lte?rnating
polymaphe)lyte? \niele?rge)es a ce)il-globule transitie)n in 2 and elime?nsions as te?m-
pe^rature^ deM-rcases and that this transitie)n is a, 0 point. l^^urth(M\ the?y e:e)njee:tur(^ that
this transitie)n gives way te) a e:e)mpae:t glassy gle)bul(? i)liase if the? e:hargeis are distril)ute?el
randondy along the^ chain.
Kante)r, Karelar anel Li[12, have? ce)nsieleM(Hl the^ effect of ne?utrality on e:hain e:()n-
forniation by numeuicai sinudations and by a,naJytie:al argume?nts. Tlu?y e:one:lude that
a ne?utra,l i)()lyampli()lyt(? e:olla,ps(^s inte) a gle)l)ule? a,t low t(Mn])(?rature?s a,nel that a, ran-
dondy chargeul j)()layaniphe)lyte with a net e:harge iirst e:e)ntrae:ts a,nel tlu?n (?xpauds as the
temperature is de^creased.
Ciutin and Shakane)vich[l()] have stuelieMl polyampholyte^s with a n(?t charge? anel con-
cluele* thaJ, eden-.trostatic inte^ractiems le?ael te) the^ Ibrmation of a, gle)l)ule. However, this
globule? may be strongly elongated elepeneling e)n the net e:harge? e)n the? pe)lyamphe)lyte.
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Further, like Kantor, Li and Kardar they suggest that when the net charge on the chain
is large, the chain may expand at low temperatures.
Dobrynin and Rubinstein[7] have developed a Flory theory of polyampholytes and
have suggested that the conformation is unaffected by the charges at high temperatures
(unperturbed regime) and depends on the solvent quahty. At intermediate temperatures
the repulsion between uncompensated charges dominates over the electrostatic attraction
and the chain is stretched (polyelectrolyte regime). At low temperatures, electrostatic
attractions cause the chain to collapse into an elongated globule.
1.4 Applications
Th(; presence of both positive and negative charges on a chain confers unique physico-
chemical properties on polyampholytes. These properties include a variable charge and
conformation that depends on the environment, i.e. pH; solubility in water and selective
chelation of metal ions such as Hg, Cd, Cu and Ni. Polyampholytes are used as fiocculants
and for the recovery of minerals from aqueous suspensions. They are also used for en-
hanced oil recovery - the addition of a water soluble polymer to the flood water increases
the viscosity 'and sweep efficiency. Polyelectrolytes cannot be used to displace viscous
oils from imderground reservoirs in high salinity media because the charges are screened
and the chain contracts. Polyampholytes are also used as paper fortifiers and as pigment
retention aids; they are also used as standards for isoelectric focusing in electrophoreis
and as substitutes for proteins and gelatin substrates of photographic film.
1.5 Polyelectrolyte complexes
Interactions between macromolecules lead to the formation of a variety of higher
order structures such as complexes, helices and periodic lattices[25, 3]. These struc-
tures are marked by a range of organization; the extent of organization is determined by
molecular architecture and by the specific interactions between polymer chains. Inter-
polymer complexes are the simplest supramolecular assemblies and are marked by little
spatial order. These complexes can be classified according to the type of intermolecular
forces as polyelectrolyte complexes, hydrogen bonded complexes, stereocomplexes (e.g.
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iso-polymethylmethacrylate and synd-polymethylmethacrylate) and charge transfer com-
plexes.
Polyelectrolyte complexes were first studied by Kossel[14] who reported the existence
of a polymer condensed phase and a polymer diluted phase in aqueous solutions of egg
albumin and protamine. Subsequently, Bungenberg de Jong[6] reported liquid-liquid
phase separation in the gelatin - gum arabic system. This type of condensed liquid phase
is described as a complex coacervate. These phases were investigated by Oparin for their
role in the origin of life in the prebiotic environment.
Complexes of synthetic polyelectrolytes were first reported by Fuoss[9] who studied
complexes formed by poly(vinyl-N-butyl pyridinium bromide) and poly(sodium styrene
sulf()nat,(0. The first systematic study of polyelectrolyte complexes and of their prop-
erties was undertaken by Michaels. Michaels[18] studied complexes formed by poly(4-
vinylbenzyl-trimethyl ammonium chloride) PVBMA and poly(sodium styrene sulfonate)
NaSS.
Polyelectrolyte complexes may result from combinations of strong polyacid - strong
polybase, strong polyacid - weak polybase, weak polyacid - strong polybase, weak poly-
acid - weak polybase and polyampholytes. Complexes between strong polyacids and
strong polybases were the first to be studied. Michaels reported that poly(4-vinylbenzyl
trimetliyl ammonium chloride) PVBMA and poly(sodium styrene sulfonate) NaSS formed
an equimolar complex. The molar conductance of mixed solutions of PVBMA and NaSS
shows a maximum at a mixing ratio of 0.5. The molar conductance of the released
microsalt is much higher. Since both polyelectrolytes are strong polyelectrolytes, the
degree of dissociation of each polyelectrolyte is always almost unity irrespective of pH
and concentration. After at least one ionic bond is formed during complexation adjacent
reactive sites interact with complementary units at the nearest distance and generate an
equimolar scrambled structure that is insoluble and precipitates.
Tsuchida[26] used as an integral type polycation (ionene) instead of a pendant type
polycation as a strong polybase. In pendant type polycations (QPVP) the yield of the
complex reaches a maximum at a mixing ratio of 0.5 and an equimolar complex is formed.
However, when an integral type polycation is used the yield reaches a maximum at
an equimolar mixing ratio and then decreases linearly till the complex is redissolved
completely at [NaSS]/[3X] = 3. If 3X is added to poly (sodium styrene sulfonate) instead.
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the c()n,pl(>x does not precipitate until an equimolar mixture is reacluxi. Tins dificrence
can b(! explained by the easy accessibility of the ionic sites on the integral type polycation.
In pendant type polycations, once an equimolar complex is formed excess NaSS cannot
attack the cationic site; however, in integral type polycations excess NaSS can attack tlu;
ionic: site;. As a result interactions between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes become
less pronounced and hydration increases until the complex becomes soluble in water.
Wh(!n a, weak polyacid or polybase is used, the extent of ionization of tlu; poly-
electrolyte determines coniplexation ability and the composition of the complex. Thus,
poly(ni(;iha,crylic acid) forms complexes with varying composition with different polyca-
tions. It forms a 2:1 complex with PVBMA, a 9:1 complex with 10,10-ionene and a 5:1
c()mpl(!x with ionenes 2X and 3X. The composition is determined by the ability of the
I)olycation to induce dissociation of the poly (methacrylic acid). Moreover, the liydroplio-
bicity of the polycation affects the stability of the complex. When the charge density on
the polycation increases, it tends to induce dissociation of the poly(methacrylic acid) and
form a complex with composition close to unity. The dissociation of PMAA is gr(!atly
depressed by a comparatively rigid conformation. However, a i^olycation such as ionene
2X can (iffectively (;liminate hydrophobic interactions and lead to facile dissociation of
PMAA and the formation of a complex. Therefore, both hydrophobic interactions and
electrostatic forces affect the formation of polyelectrolyte complexes in aqueous solution.
In a syst(un of w(;ak polyacid or polybase whose degree of dissociation depends on
the pH of the solution, a complex is formed only in the neutral pH region where both
l)olyelectr()lytes can partly dissociate. The complex is formed as a comph^x coacc^rvate
or is soluble because of the solvation of unreacted ionic sites. Thus, QPVP and PMAA
form n()nc(|uimolar water soluble complexes,
The formation of complexes by oppositely charged polyelectrolytes is influenced by
the ionic strength of the solution, by the nature of the solvent, by polymer concentration
and by temperature. Electrostatic interactions are weakened due to the screening effect
of microsalts when the ionic strength is increased. The dissociation of weak polyelec-
trolytes is accelerated on increasing the ionic strength because of lower intramolecular
electrostatic repulsion. Polyelectrolyte complexes are stabilized by an increase of liy-
drophobicity when the ionic strength is increased. An increase in i)()lymer concentration
suppresses dissociation of polyelectrolyte components due to greater electrostatic repul-
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sion and interpenetration of chains. In organic solvents coulomb forces are strengthened
while hydrophobic effects are weakened. The dissociation of polyelectrolyte components
is also lowered in organic solvents.
Polyelectrolyte components have unique properties because the main iutcn-action
forceps ar(i (electrostatic in nature. Moreover, their properties can easily be vari(Kl by
changing their composition. Polyelectrolyte complexes are insoluble m connnon solvents.
How(iV(ir, they are soluble in specific ternary solvent mixtures i.e. water/ water compat-
ibki organic solvent/ microsalts. Thus, a complex of ionene 3X and poly(sodium styrene
sulfonate) is soluble in a water/ acetone/ NaBr mixture. Polyelectrolyte complexes are
plasticized by water and electrolytes and have a high permeability to water, electrolytes
and water soluble microsolutes. They also have selective ion sorption and ion exchange
properties. They possess a high dielectric constant and loss factor in the wetted state.
1.6 Introduction to thesis
As is (evident, the properties of synthetic polyampholytes and polyelectrolyte com-
plexes are of great technological importance. Moreover, there is considerable interest in
a study of these polymers from a fimdamental viewpoint. This thesis describes a Monte
Carlo sinmlation study carried out to determine the conformational behavior of polyelec-
trolyte complexes and polyampholytes. The influence of charge d(^nsity and tlie initial
conditions on the formation of polyelectrolyte complexes and the kinetics of aggregation
is discussed in Chapter 2. Similarly, the effect of sequences and temperature on the con-
formations of polyampholytes is discussed in Chapter 3. Wherever possible comparisons
with (Experimental results have been made. The conclusions and suggestions for future
work are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Aggregation of interacting polyelectrolytes
2.1 Introduction
Speciftc iiit(ira(;tioiis stich as hydrogoii bonding and electrostatic interactions in niacro-
niol(M:ul(>s i(!sult, in iho fonnation of supramolecular structures in many applications such
as ionouKus and gels and exercise great influence on material beliavior[25, 4]. These
structunis ioi ni spontan(;ously and are characterized by a wide range of organization.
The ext(uit of organization is detcu'mined by mohicular architecture and the strength of
intermolecular interactions. Polyelectrolytes arci marked by strong electrostatic interac-
tions and have been studied extensively, both, theoretically and experimentally. Although
the behavior of uniforndy charged i)oly(ilectrolytes in solution is wqW understood, a molec-
ular und(n-standing of the formation of aggr(igates by oppositc^ly charged polyelectrolytes
and of the kinetics of their formation is lacking at present.
A simpler physical model which exhibits the complex behavior associated with the
formation of supramolecular structures has been studied. The interaction between two
oppositely charged chains of the same length and charge density has been considered as
a model system for interaction between chains. In this model the polymer chains are
re])r(^s(nit(Hl as flexible linear molecules which evolves through local motion of monomers.
Interactions between molecules have been modeled by ascribing to monomers a hard core
r(^pidsive potential to represent excluded volume interaction and by randomly locating
charges of opposite sign along the chains; these c:harges interact through a screened
coulomb interaction.
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2.2 Model and simulation technique
In t,lH. model studied, the polymer chains are represented as freely jointed chains -
(^ach chain consists of a series of N monomers connected by freely rotating bonds of Knhn
ku.gth /. A fraction / of the monomers, selected randomly, on chain 1 are assigncnl a unit
positive charge while a fraction / of those on chain 2 are assigned a unit negative charge.
Each monomer is also ascribed a hard core diameter 2a in order to account for excluded
volume interactions. The monomers interact through an excluded volume interaction due
to hard core repulsion
and a screened coulomb interaction between charged monomers i and y given as
V (.,. \ _ ^hHj exp(-K,r,:^ )
^•2['i:ij —
Ane r,j
where is the distance between monomers i and j. q, is the charge on monomer i and
K is the inverse Debye-Huckel screening length given as
where is the number of Zi valeiit ions in sohition and e is the electronic charge; e is the
dielectric constant of the solvent. Also kB is the Boltzniann constant and T the absolute
temperature. In these simulations the Kulm step length has been taken to be and
the hard core diameter has been assumed to be \/3//2. Also, the temperature has been
taken to be 300/C, and the Debye-Huckel screening length, is assumed to be 50 Kuhn
lengths.
The chains are allowed to evolve by a dynamic Monte Carlo algorithm described by
Baumgartner[2] This algorithm changes chain conformation by local motion of monomers.
A monomer chosen at random is rotated through an angle 0 about the axis defined by
adjacent monomers to a new trial position. If the monomer chosen happens to lie at either
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end of the chain it is moved through two randomly chaosen angles, an azimuthal angle 6
and a dihedral angle 0, to a new trial position. If the monomer chosen does not overlap
with other monomers at this new position and if it has a lower potential energy, the new
conformation is accepted. If it has a higher potential energy, the new conformation is
accepted if c-^^I^bT j^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ .^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^
attempted move is counted even if the new trial conformation is not accepted. N such
elementary moves represent one Monte Carlo time step.
The simulation is carried out in two stages. In stage 1, the chains do not interact
with each other and conformation statistics, such as the mean-squared radius of gyration
7?.J,
for isolated chains are collected. In stage 2, two such chains are confined in a cube of
side m,, with their centers of mass separated by a distance 8q. Starting from this initial
conformation the chains are allowed to interact with each other. The conformations of
interacting chains are changed by moving monomers, chosen at random, alternately
each chain. Conformation statistics for interacting chains are collected during this stag
Conformation statistics have been obtained by averaging over one thousand independent,
i.e., uncorrected, conformations. These conformations were obtained by sampling chain
conformations at intervals of A'' Monte Carlo time steps.
Th(! initial distance of separation, (5o, between the centers of mass of the two chains
is c-,hosen to be such that the chains do not overlap. This ensures that the starting
conformation does not violate excluded volume interaction between monomers on different
chains. Sinmlations have been carried out for three different values of 5o, viz., B.g, 2Rg and
A:R(,. Differences in the values of do not affect the structure of the aggregate. Weakly
interacting chains move away in some cases and evolve independently of each other.
However, when they do come together, they form aggregates like strongly interacting
chains. In order to ensure that the chains do not move away, the chains are confined in
a cube of side bRg] this length is comparable to the length of extended isolated chains
and is much larger than the radius of gyration of the aggregates formed. The presence
of the cube, therefore, does not affect the conformations of the aggregates. Moreover,
the radius of gyration of the aggregates formed by unconfined chains is similar to that of
aggregates formed by confined chains.
Sinudations have been carried out to determine the influence of the number of seg-
ments A'^ and the fraction / of charged monomers along the contour of the chain on
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the. structure of the aggregate. Simulations have also beeu carried out to study the the
influence of changes in r5o, the initial distance between the centers of mass of tlu^ chains,
on iho kiiuitics of formation of the aggregates.
2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Structure of the aggregates
Th(^ conformations of the chains and the aggregates have been characterized by their
mean sciuarcnl radii of gyration /?,^
j2
= E E -
wher(i R, is the position vector of tlie zth monomer and the angular brackets denote
averaging over all possible chain conformations. Tlie mean-squared radii of gyration of
is()lat(Hl a.nd interacting chains, obtained by av(u-aging over one thousand independent
conformations for short chains {N < 60) and over ten thousand inciependent confornia-
ti(nis for longer cliains {N > 60) are plotted in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure :i for charge
densiti(^s / = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 along the chain contour, respectively. The mean scjuared
radii of gyration of the aggregates formed are also included in these figures.
Sinnilations show that noninteracting chains exist in extended conformations charac-
teristic of polyelectrolytes. The radius of gyration increases with the extent of ionization
of the chains and with chain length because of electrostatic repulsion. The Debye-Huckel
screening huigth is of the order of the contour length of the chains. On the other hand,
interacting chains form a smaller aggregate than the size of an individual isolated chain.
Tlu^ structure of this aggregate is determined by two competing factors - electrostatic
attraction between chains which favors chain collapse and chain entropy which favors a
swollen conformation. The aggregate is swollen if the electrostatic attraction is w(^ak,
i.e., when the chain is weakly ionized.
The radii of gyration of the aggregates formed by interacting chains for / = 0.2, 0.5
and 0.8 nvc plotted against the molecular weight in Figure 4. The radii of gyration of
the chains in the aggregates and the radii of gyration of the aggregates scale as jV^/'^;
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for dKuiis with larger values of / the radius of gyration of the aggregate is lounc
smaller. The effect of anneaHruj on the structure^ of tin. aggregate has bcnni stucli<Hl by
allowing the aggregate to evolve for a very long time. Tlu. radii of gyration of aggregates
formcul l,y longer cliains, m^., N = 80, 100, 120 and 150 lor the ease / = 0.5 obtained
by av(>raging over on(^ thousand conformations and over ten thousand conformations ar(^
shown in Figun^ 5. The radii of gyration in the iirst case scale with the niok.nilar w(nght
as A^. now(!V(ir, wluni iho. aggregates are allowcni to r(K)rganize, as in l,lie s(H:on(l cas(>, the
radii of gyration scale with the molecular wtnght as Thus, th(; radii of gyration of
aggn^gates foi nHul by longc^r chains initially scale as R,^ - TV; these aggregates contiinie
to reorganize and tiu^ radii of gyration eventually scale as - A^'/^. H()W(^v(m-, lor
sufficicuitly long chains this process of reorganization may be hindered by the formati
physical (Mitangkiments betwecin chains. Tho aggregate? would then form a nonciquilil
structuni, and the radii of gyration would then scale with an exponcnit larger than 1/2.
The distribution of chargers changes as aggregation occurs. As a n^sult Iho Deby(?-Huck(?l
screening length, changes continuously during aggregation and a varying k~' should
be used in iha sinnilation. However, a single value of k~ ' has been used in the simulations
described here. Tlu; simulations have [mm repeated with a ten timcis smaller vahui of
K~\ and th(^ structure of the aggregates formed is found to be similar.Thus, changers in
during aggregation do not have a significant (iffect on the structure of the aggregates.
Tlu^ radial monomer density distribution, obtained by averaging over one thousand
difierent, conformations of a chain, is plottcnl for a rcipnisenitative case, mz., N — 50 and
/ = 0.5 in Figur(^ (i against ihv. radial coordinate r. Thv. radial coordinate? ha,s \)cv.u
normaJi/cul by the Kuhn hmgtli and has its origin at tho rxmicj of mass. Tlu? isolatcnl
chain has a, very broad distribution of of d(?nsity about the centcir of mass, and the? density
l)r()fil(? (extends to a distance comparable to the contour l(?ngth of the chain. However,
in th(i a,ggr(igat(i the chain has a v(?ry sharply i)(ia,k(id distribution of d(?nsity about t,lie
center of mass. Also, the profile ext(?n(is to a smaller distance.
Typical conformations of isolated chains for = 50 and / = 0.5 at the start of the
second stage of the simulation when the chains begin to interact are shown in Figun? 7; it
is evident that isolated chains adopt extended conforinaticuis typical of j)oly(?lectr()lyt(?s.
The conformations of interacting chains after they have formed an aggregate^ a,r(^ sliown
in Figure 8. The chains in the aggregate interpenetrate and form a disordered n(?twork.
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2.3.2 Kinetics of Aggregation
The kinetics of aggregation have boon studic^l l,y following the disianee l,et,w<un. l,he
conters of mass of the two chains and chang(^s in the coidonnations of l,h<. chains .hn inj^
the sinndation. The distance r5 between th<. centers of mass of th(, two chains is ,,l(,tt<Hl
against Monte; Carlo tinu; in Figure 9 lor the r(;pr(!S(!ntative case, consid.M.ul ea,rli..r, viz.,
N = r.O, / - O.r. a,nd = 50 Kuhn lengths for three different starting values „l r^„, viz.,
2R„ and the distance 5 has been normalized by So, ihv. initial distance; l)(!tw(;(;n
th.; c(;nt<;rs of mass of tlu; chains wh(>n tli(;y begin to interact. Tin; mean s(iuar(;d radii of
gyration of two int(;racting chains, (;ach of chain length N = 50 and / = 0.5, have; l)(;(;n
plott(!d against Monte Carlo time; in Figure; 10 a,nel figure; 11, re;si)e'e;tive'ly.
Interae;ting chains elifl'use te)warels e;ae:h e)the;r until the;y first e)ve;rlai). The; e:e)nfe)rma-
tion e)f inte;rae:ting chains is unaffectejd by the; i)re;se;ne:e; ol the; ()the;r e-hain during this
stage anei the raelii ^>\' gyration are; the same as that e)f ise)late;el e;hains. The; e:hains e;ol-
lai)se; inte) a smalle;r aggreigate whe;n the;y be;gin te) inte;rpenetrate, i.e., whe;n the elistaneie;
betweuui theun is e;omparable to their radii. The aggregation is abrupt as is evielent Ire)in
the; precipitate; de;crease in the distane;e; S betw(;en the; e;liains anel in the;ir raelii o[ gy-
ratie)n. The; time at whie.h the chains e-.e)llapse ele;pe;nds on S^ a,nel ine:re;ase;s with So as
she)wn in Figure; 9. This al)ru|)t e;e)llapse occurs bcicause tlie chains are; le)e:alize;el in spae:e;
whe;n the; lirst i)hysie:al hori.d is re)rme;el l)e;twe;e;n tlie;m. Le)e;ali/,ati()n r(;sults in the loss
of tianslational fre;e;ele)m anel he;nce of e:hain e;ntre)])y. The- loss of l-raiislational e;ntre)py
le;aels te) a, nuu:li le)we;r e;ntre)pie; barrie;r lor the; ibrmatie)n e)l' sul)se;(iue;nt bonels; as a re;sult
e)f this tJie' sid)se;e}uent boneis are formed extremely ra,i)ielly anel the; e;liains e;e)llapse; inte)
a snuiller aggr(;gate;. Ther(;fbre, the; aggregate; is formeel in twe) steps - the; e;hains first
eliffuse te)warels eae;h e)tlier anel then e-,e)llaj)se abruptly inte) a smaller aggre;gate;. As a
result, the rate at which aggregates are formed is limiteel by the rate; at wliie:h the; e;hains
diffuse towards each other. Also, the abrupt e-,ollai)se; is e;videne;e; e)f e;e)e)])erativity in the
formatie)n of the aggre;gate. The; elistanex; l)e;twe!en the> twe) e:ha,ins e;hange;s e;e)ntinually
about a, ve>ry small value. This sugge;sts that the; chains inte'ri)e'iH;trate; a,nel eontiiiuc te)
rearrange; the;mselve;s in the aggregate.
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Tlio time dependent mean squared displacements, R^t), of the centers of mass of the
two chains were followed during the simulation, where
R^t) = {[RcMit) ~ RcMiO)]^)
with RcM {t) being the position vector of the center of mass of a chain. Figure 12 contains
the double-logarithmic plot of i?2(t) of one of the chains in isolation and in the aggregate
vs Monte Carlo time for the represenative case, viz., N = 50, / = 0.5 and =50
Kuhn lengths. It is evident from this figure that the motion of the chains in isolation
can hv. described by classical diffusion, viz., {R^{t)) ~ t. However, the mean squared
displac(!nient of the chain in the aggregate is much smaller than that of the isolated
chain. Thv. smaller displacements and slope seen in the double logarithmic plot for an
intciracting chain indicate that the chain is part of a physical network. During the Monte
Carlo time studied in the present simulation (7?'^) of an interacting chain in the aggregate
is found to ])e proportional to where the effective exponent a is about 0.8 and is
expected to follow the diffusion law, o; = 1, at later times.
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Chapter 3
Sequence and conformations of polyampholytes
;
I
I
3.1 Introduction
\
Polyampholytes are polymers which bear both positive and negative charges along
iluiir backbone. The conformations of these polymers[21, 4, 20, 15, 5, 24] are strongly
;
determined by their overall composition and their environment. The conformation is de-
tcirmiued by the interplay of electrostatic interactions and elastic effects due to chain en-
troi)y. Polyanii)holytes collapse when the chain is electrically neutral and adopt extended '
conformations when there is a net charge on the chain. This interesting conformational
behavior has led to applications in bio-sensors and in amphoteric buffers for electrophore-
sis; they are also used as viscosity stabilizers. Polyampholytes can also serve as a simple
model[12, 23, 29] for understanding the complex behavior of random copolymers such as
proteins. An attempt has been made here to study the conformations of polyampholytes
with different sequences.
3.2 Model and simulation technique
Twenty different randomly charged neutral copolymers of length 50 have been studied
using Monte Carlo simulations. In the simulation the chains are represented as freely
jointed chains consisting of A'' monomers connected by freely rotating bonds of Kuhn
length /. Each segment is ascribed a hard core diameter a in order to account for excluded
volume interactions. A fraction, /+, of the monomers are assigned a unit unit positive
charge, while a fraction, of the monomers are assigned a unit negative charge. The
monomers interact through an excluded volume interaction due to hard core repulsion
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and a screened Coulomb interaction
0, for Tij > a
oo for Tij < a
p r
where is the separation between the zth and the jth segments, and = +1, -1, or 0
if th(> 7;th segment is positively charged, negatively charged, or neutral, respectively a is
the Bjerrum length at the reference temperature Tq,
a =
ArceoerkBTo
where e is the electronic charge, cq is the permittivity of vacuum, 6^ is the dimensionless
dielectric constant of the medium bearing the macromolecule, and ks is the Boltzmann
constant, fi is the ration of the absolute temperature to the reference temperature Tq. k
is the inverse Debye-Huckel screening length, determining the range of the Coulombic in-
teraction. kI' is determined by the concentration of various ions arising from the presence
of any added salt,
^ ~
(3
^^^^^
where ci and zi are the concentration and valence respectively of the ith ion.
The range of excluded volume interaction is chosen such that the bonds do not in-
tersect during rotation; a = \/3//2. Also, /+ = 0.1 = /_. The Bjerrum length at the
reference temperature, a, and the inverse screening length have been taken to be 1.0
and 0.1, respectively. The chains are allowed to evolve by the kink-jump algorithm, In
this algorithm a monomer chosen at random is rotated through an angle about the axis
defined by the two adjacent monomers; if and end monomer is chosen, it is moved to a
new position by rotation through two randomly chosen angles. This new conformation is
accepted according to the Metropolis sampling rules[17]. The attempted move is counted
even if the new trial conformation is not accepted. N such elementary several different
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t(mi,)(u-n,t,nr(^s, ft^ starting from fl = 5.0 and then by successively reducing the temperature
by half at each stage. At each stage, the chain is eciuilibrated for 5 x 10^ Montc^ Carlo
si(M)s a,n(i th(ni sami)l(Hl at unit interval for 10-> Monte Carlo steps. Five independent
simulations \vavv, bc^en carried out for each sequence of charges along the chain.
3.3 Results and discussion
Rx^sults for six representative sequences from among the twenty se(iuences stu(h(Hl are
(liscussful iuu-e. Theses sequences were created by independently assigning each monomer
on a. chain a unit positive or negativti charges with probability j\ and /_, respectively,
and (insuring that nisulting scKjuence was ncnitral. Tlui sequences obtained were
random and are referred to as .9G2189, 547977, 572959, 590:^71, 507049, and 582307,
resp(;(;tiv(ily. All the twenty sequences studied anj list(Hl in Table 1.
Th(^ nuian squared radii of gyration 7?.'^ of tlu? chains are shown in Figure 13 as a
function of temperature for these sequences. At high temi)eratur(is the chains bcihave as
self avoiding walks and the radii are similar. As t(unperature is nnluced radii
decrease; und(;r th(i influence of attractive electrostatic interactions. However, there is a
significant difference in the radii at any given temperature. This difference arises from
differences in the location of charges along the chain even though the overall composition
is th(^ sanu^ in each case.
Th(^ diliercmces in the radii of the six secjuences at lower temperatures can b(^ under-
stood in liglit of the differences in intrachain (niergy shown in Figure 14. Th(? intra,<:ha,in
(UKU'gy arises from the interplay of the polyelectrolyte effect ((ilectrostatic rc^pulsion be-
twcMui Yxkv. chargers) and Ww. polyampholytt; effect (electrostatic attraction b(!tw(Hui imlike
charg(\s). Tlu; relative importance of the two is determined by the location of charges
along tlu; chain. Sequence 5G2189 has a positive intrachain energy at high temperatures
and a lu^gative intrachain energy at low temperatures. Se(}uence 582307, on the other
hand, luis a negative intrachain energy even at high temperatures. This small diifer-
ence manifests itself in the large radii at low temperatun^s. Tliis is in accord with t lie
observation that a large energy difference between th(^ high and th(; low t(nnp(M-ature
intrachain energy has the effect of promoting tlu^ collapse; of a random copolynun-. The
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mean squared radius of gyration and the average energy of the twenty random sequences
studied is given in Table 2 and Table 3, respectively.
The dependence on the location of charges along the chain can be further illustrated
by the conformational and energy spectra of the two sequences. The probability dis-
tribution pilif^) of the radii at three different temperatures is shown in Figure 15 and
Figure 16 for sequences 562189 and 582307, respectively. Similarly the probability dis-
tribution p{E) of intrachain energy E at these three different temperatures is shown in
Figure 17 and Figure 18, respectively. Sequence 562189 has a broad distribution of radii
at high temperatures and a narrow distribution at low temperatures. Sequence 582307,
on the other hand, has a broad distribution of radii even at low temperatures. Thus, the
location of charges along the chain plays a crucial role in the conformational behavior
of polya,mi)h()lytes. It is also obvious from the conformational and energy spectra that
knowledge of merely the energy landscape is insufficient to describe the conformational
properties of polyampholytes. The entropy associated with the formation of frustrated
conformations [19] needs to be accounted for in understanding the conformational prop-
erties of heteropolymers with specific sequences.
The difference in the conformational and energy spectra of the six sequences can be
further illustrated by the fluctuations in the mean squared radius of gyration,a^, and
intrachain energy, cr|., at any temperature. These fluctuations are defined as:
a\ = {E') - {Ef
and are obtained from the probability distributions as:
2
al = jdRl p{Rl) {R]f - ( j dRl p{Rl)
4 = y dE-p{E) E'^-{j dE-p{E) • e)
The fluctuations in the radius of gyration squared for the six sequences are shown in
Figure 19. The fluctuations are similar at high temperatures. However, at low tempera-
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tures, the fluctuations depend strongly on the sequence of the polyampholyte. Similarly,
the fluctuations in the intrachain energy for the six sequences are shown in Figure 20.
The fluctuations depend on the sequence of the polyampholyte at both high and low
temperatures. However, at intermediate temperatures the fluctuations are comparable.
The fluctuations a\ and 0% for the twenty sequences studied are given in Table 4 and
Talile 5, repectively.
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/Chapter 4
Conclusions and future work
In this tluisis wo have studied the formation of polyelectrolyte complexes and the con-
formations of polyampholytes by Monte Carlo simulation. The results have revealed the
chang(;s in conformation that accompany complexation of oppositely charged polyelec-
trolytcis and the kinetics of aggregation. Aggregation leads to a change from an extended
conformation (7?,,^ ~ N) to a random coil conformation (7?,^ ~ N^^'^). Further, aggre-
gation occurs in two distinct steps - a diff'usion limited "reaction'' followed by a slow
reorganization of the complex. Sinmlations of polyampholytes have shown the effect of
sequences on chain conformation. Chains with the same overall composition, but with
diticrcnit sequences are found to have very different conformations. Moreover, the chains
contract under the influence of attractive electrostatic interactions as the temperature
decreas(is.
The results of these simulations suggest several interesting experiments. The change
from an extended conformation to a random coil conformation on complexation of oppo-
sitely charged polyelectrolytes should be verified experimentally. The simulation should
be used to study the effect of asymmetry, i.e., unequal chain lengths and charge densities,
on the formation of aggregates and gelation in many chain systems. The model used in
the sinuilation accounts for electrostatic interactions by a screened Coulomb interaction
with a constant Debye length. The model should be extended to incorporate changes in
the hydration of the polyelectrolytes on aggregation. The effect of sequences on conforma-
tion should be determined from studies of random copolymers of known sequences. This
should be possible with polypeptides of the same composition but different sequences.
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Appendix
COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
The ai)i)(!iKlix contains the programmes used in the simulations to study the aggre-
gation of int(;ra(;ting polyelectrolytes and the effect of sequence on the conformations of
I)olyainph()iyt(!s. It also includes a short description and the source of the random number
genetrators used in the simulations.
The program ASSOCIATION simulates the aggregation of a pair of oppositely
charg(Hl iiiteraeting polyelectrolytes. The polyelectrolytes are represented as freely rotat-
ing chains in the simulations. The interactions between monomers include an excluded
volume interaction due to hard core replusion and a screened Coulomb interaction be-
tw(ien charged monomers. The simulation uses a dynamic Monte Carlo algorithm[2] with
local moves and Metropolis sampling. The simulation is carried out in two stages —
in stage 1 the conformational statistics of non-interacting chains are collected. In stage
2 thi) chains arc translated a certain distance apart, confined in a cube to increase the
probability of aggregation and allowed to interact with each other. The conformational
statistics and the distance between the centers of mass of the interacting cliains are ob-
tained. The programme uses the temperature, the. Debye-Hiickel screening length, and
the hard core monomer diameter as parameters.
The program POLYAMPHOLYTE is used to study the effect of sequences on the
conformation of polyampholytes. The polyampholyte is represented as a freely rotating
chain; the monomers interact with an excluded volume interaction due to hard core
repulsion and a screened Coulomb interaction between charged monomers. The charges
are assigned at random such that the chain is neutral. The simulation uses a dynamic
Monte Carlo algorithm[2] with local moves and Metropolis sampling. The simulation is
carried out in several steps and the temperatiu'e is lowered by half at each step. The
conformational statistics and the intrachain energy are obtained at each temperature.
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TIk; i)r()grainni(> usos the temporatuio, the Dcbyo-Hiickel scmminf^ hnigtli, ihv. hard cow
diam(-t,(>r and t,h(> (,hiio interval of each step in the sinuilation as parameters.
Th(^ pro^vrain ASSOCIATION uses the random number gcmerator DRAN. li is a
iin.sar congiiuiutia] ^(nierator and n^turns vahies in the range [0, 1] and is (h^scrihcd in
77u; Arl. of Com.puin- Profirammiru), vol. 2, hy D. E. Knuth.
Th(! progrannne POLYAMPHOLYTE us(-s tlu- randotri rnnnber generator RAN3.
RAN3 us(;s a suldracUva method and is d(!S(;rib(Kl in Numerical Recipes: The Art of
Scientifi.c CornpuUmj Uy Press el, al. It returns a value; in the range; [0,1] and lia,s an
infinite; jxniod.
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program ASSOCIATION
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
N=150)
NCHAIN=2)
NPHI=1000)
MCSTEP=N*N)
NWARMP=500)
MSAMPL=1000)
NSAMPL=10000)
I0STEP=NSAMPL/5)
I0DAT=20)
I0XYZ=21)
I0RAD=22)
I0DIS=23)
common /xyz/ x (2 , 200) ,y (2 , 200) ,z (2 , 200)
common /box/ xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,zmin,zmax
common /abc/ bond.hcdm.hcsq.tol
, iseed
common /sol/ temp,DebyeLength,cCoulomb
common /ion/ Fion.Nion, ion(2 ,200)
common /phi/ cosp(lOOO)
, sinp(lOOO)
common /rad/ rg(2) ,rc ,rgl ,rg2 ,rgc
logical INTERACTION
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
open(unit=IODAT,status='NEW'
, f ile= ' F5dV . 3
'
)
open (unit=IOXYZ,status=' NEW , f ile= 'F5cV . 3')
open (iinit = IORAD,status=' NEW , f ile='F5rV . 3'
open (unit = IODIS,status=' NEW , f ile= ' F5pV . 3
'
c
c PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
avogadro = 6.025d26
boltzmannK = 1.380d-23
eCharge = 1.602d-19
epsVacuum = 8.834d-12
epsWater =78.5
pi = 4.0*datan(l .OdO)
c
C CHAIN AND SOLUTION PARAMETERS
dN = dfloat(N)
dMSAMPL = dfloat(MSAMPL)
dNSAMPL = dfloat(NSAMPL)
bond - 2.0d-10
hcdm = dsqrt(3.0d0)*bond/2.0
hcsq = hcdm*hcdm
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tol = bond*1.0d-6
temp = 300.0
Fion = 0.5
Nion = int(Fion*dN)
DebyeLength = 5.0*bond
cCoulomb=eCharge**2/ (4 . 0*pi*epsVacuum*epsWater)
cCoulomb=cCoulomb/(boltzmannK*temp)
iseed=987654321
xpi=2
. 0*pi/df loat (NPHI)
do i = 1,NPHI
phi=-pi+df loat (i-l)*xpi
cosp(i)=dcos(phi)
sinp(i)=dsin(phi)
enddo
Create initial chain configuration and output parameters.
call create_chain(N,NCHAIN,NPHI)
call chainion(N,NCHAIN)
call output (N,NCHAIN,NSAMPL,IODAT)
Warmup configuration of non-interacting chains,
do IWARMP - l.NWARMP
INTERACTION = .FALSE.
call saw_chain(N , NCHAIN , NPHI ,MCSTEP , INTERACTION)
if (iconnx(N,NCHAIN) .eq.O)then
writedODAT.lOl)
goto 9999
endif
enddo
Configuration of non-interacting chains,
rgl =0.0
rg2 = 0.0
rgc =0.0
do ISAMPL = l.MSAMPL
INTERACTION = .FALSE.
call saw.chain (N , NCHAIN , NPHI , MCSTEP , INTERACTION)
if (iconnx(N, NCHAIN) .eq.O)then
writedODAT.lOl)
goto 9999
endif
call radius (N , NCHAIN , ISAMPL , lORAD)
rgl = rgl + rg(l)
rg2 = rg2 + rg(2)
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rgc = rgc + rc
if (moddSAMPL
,
(MSAMPL/5) ) . eq. 0)then
call iochainCN
, NCHAIN , ISAMPL , lOXYZ)
endif
enddo
rgl = rgl/dMSAMPL
rg2 = rg2/dMSAMPL
rgc = rgc/dMSAMPL
write(I0DAT,201)
write(I0DAT,203)rgl*1.0d20
write(I0DAT,204)rg2*l
.Od20
write(I0DAT,205)rgc*l
.Od20
call flush(IOXYZ)
call flush(IODAT)
Warmup configuration of interacting chains.
ISAMPL = 0
call translate (N, NCHAIN)
call cube (N, NCHAIN)
do IWARMP = 1,NWARMP
INTERACTION = .TRUE.
call saw.chain (N , NCHAIN , NPHI , MCSTEP , INTERACTION)
if (iconnx(N, NCHAIN) .eq.O)then
writedODAT.lOl)
goto 9999
endif
call distance (N , NCHAIN , ISAMPL , lODIS)
enddo
c Configuration of interacting chains,
rgl = 0.0
rg2 - 0.0
rgc =0.0
do ISAMPL = l.NSAMPL
INTERACTION = .TRUE.
call saw_chain(N , NCHAIN , NPHI , MCSTEP , INTERACTION)
if (iconnxCN, NCHAIN) .eq.0)then
write(I0DAT,101)
goto 9999
endif
call distance (N, NCHAIN, ISAMPL, lODIS)
call radius (N , NCHAIN , ISAMPL , lORAD)
rgl = rgl + rg(l)
rg2 = rg2 + rg(2)
rgc = rgc + rc
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if (mod(ISAMPL,IOSTEP)
.eq.O)then
call iochain(N,NCHAIN,ISAMPL,IOXYZ)
endif
enddo
rgl = rgl/dNSAMPL
rg2 = rg2/dNSAMPL
rgc = rgc/dNSAMPL
write(I0DAT,202)
write(I0DAT,203)rgl*l
.0d20
write(I0DAT,204)rg2*l
.0d20
write(I0DAT,205)rgc*l
.0d20
write(I0DAT,206)
write ( lODAT , 207) xmin*l
. OdlO , xmax*l . OdlO
write (lODAT, 208) ymin* 1 .OdlO,ymax*l .OdlO
write (lODAT , 209) zmin* 1 . OdlO , zmax*l
. OdlO
101 format (2x, 'FAILED CONNECTIVITY TEST.')
201 format(/,2x, 'CONFIGURATION OF NON INTERACTING CHAINS')
202 format(/,2x, 'CONFIGURATION OF INTERACTING CHAINS')
203 format (2x, 'Radius of gyration of chain 1 = ',f9.4)
204 format(2x, 'Radius of gyration of chain 2 = ',f9.4)
205 format(2x, 'Radius of gyration of cluster = ',fl2.4)
206 format(/,2x, 'COORDINATES OF BOUNDING WALLS',/)
207 f ormat(2x, 'X minimum = ' , f 9 . 4 , 2x , ' X maximum = ',f9.4)
208 format(2x, 'Y minimum = ' ,f 9 . 4 , 2x , ' Y maximum = ',f9.4)
209 format(2x, 'Z minimum = ' ,f9. 4, 2x, 'Z maximum = ',f9.4)
9999 stop
end
c
subroutine saw_chain(N ,NCHAIN ,NPHI .MCSTEP , INTERACTION)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(2 , 200) ,y (2 , 200) , z(2 , 200)
common /box/ xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,zmin,zmax
common /abc/ bond,hcdm,hcsq,tol , iseed
common /sol/ temp,DebyeLength,cCoulomb
common /ion/ Fion ,Nion, ion(2 , 200)
common /phi/ cosp(lOOO) ,sinp(1000)
logical INTERACTION, IFLAG
dN = dfloat(N)
dNPHI = dfloat(NPHI)
do istep = l.MCSTEP
do 50 ic = l.NCHAIN
ibead = int (dN*dran(iseed) ) + 1
xold = x(ic , ibead)
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yold = y(ic,ibead)
zold = z(ic ,ibead)
ionB = ion(ic ,ibead)
IFLAG =
.TRUE.
c INTERNAL BONDS
if ( ibead
. ne . 1 . and . ibead . ne . N) then
ip=ibead+l
im=ibead-l
xx=x(ic,ip)-x(ic,im)
yy=y(ic,ip)-y(ic,im)
zz=z(ic , ip)-z(ic ,im)
rd=dsqrt (xx*xx+yy*yy+zz*zz)
xm=(x(ic,ip)+x(ic,im))/2.0
ym=(y(ic,ip)+y(ic,im))/2.0
zm=(z(ic,ip)+z(ic,im))/2.0
xbb=xold-xm
ybb=yold-ym
zbb=zold-zm
xeb= (yy*zbb-zz*ybb) /rd
yeb= (zz*xbb-xx*zbb) /rd
zeb=(xx*ybb-yy*xbb)/rd
m=int(dNPHI*dran(iseed))+l
cphi=cosp(m)
sphi=sinp(m)
xnew=xm+cphi*xbb+sphi*xeb
ynew=ym+cphi*ybb+sphi*yeb
znew=zm+cphi*zbb+sphi*zeb
C END BONDS
else
m=int (dNPHI*dran(iseed) )+l
cphi=cosp(m)
sphi=sinp(m)
ctheta=2 .OdO*dran(iseed)-l .OdO
stheta=dsqrt ( 1 . OdO-ctheta*ctheta)
if (ibead. eq. l)nin=2
if (ibead. eq.N)nin=N-l
xnew=x(ic ,nin)+bond*stheta*cphi
ynew=y (ic ,nin)+bond*stheta*sphi
znew=z ( i c , nm) +bond*ctheta
endif
c Ascertain that the chain lies in the cube
if ( INTERACTION . eq . . TRUE . ) then
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if (xnew
.
It
.
xmin
.
or . xnew
. gt . xmax) goto 50
if (ynew
.
It
.
ymin
.
or . ynew
. gt . ymax) goto 50
if (zneu
.
It
.
zmin
.
or . znew
. gt . zmax) goto 50
endif
c EXCLUDED VOLUME TEST
do 20 jc = 1,NCHAIN
if (INTERACTION. eq. .FALSE.
. and. j c .ne
. ic)goto 20
do 10 jb = 1,N
if (jb.eq. ibead.and. jc .eq. ic)goto 10
xd=dabs (xnew-x ( j c , jb)
)
if (xd.lt .hcdm) then
yd=dabs (ynew-y ( j c , jb)
)
if (yd.lt .hcdm) then
zd=dabs (znew-z ( j c , jb)
)
if (zd.lt .hcdm) then
rd=xd*xd+yd*yd+zd*zd
if (rd
. It . hcsq) IFLAG=
. FALSE
.
endif
endif
endif
10 continue
20 continue
c If bead is charged, ascertain acceptability of move
if ( ionB . ne . 0 . and . IFLAG . eq . . TRUE . ) then
c CALCULATE ENERGY OF OLD AND NEW STATES
Eold =0.0
Enew =0.0
do 40 jc = 1,NCHAIN
if (INTERACTION. eq. .FALSE. .and. jc .ne . ic)goto 40
do 30 jb = 1,N
ionC = ion(jc,jb)
if (ionC.eq.O)goto 30
if ( j b . eq . ibead . and . j c . eq . ic ) goto 30
xc = x(jc,jb)
yc = y(jc,jb)
zc = z(jc,jb)
don = df loat (ionC*ionB)
xd = xc - xold
yd = yc - yold
zd = zc - zold
rd = dsqrt(xd*xd + yd*yd + zd*zd)
Eold = Eold + cIon*dexp(-rd/DebyeLength)/rd
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xd = xc - xnew
yd = yc - ynew
zd = zc - znew
rd = dsqrt(xd*xd + yd*yd + zd*zd)
Enew = Enew + cIon*dexp(-rd/DebyeLength) /rd
continue
continue
Metropolis sampling
if (Enew. ge .Eold) then
w = dexp(-cCoulomb*(Enew-Eold))
if (w.lt
. 1 .O.and.dran(iseed) .gt .w)IFLAG =
.FALSE,
endif
endif
If acceptable, assign new coordinates to bead
if ( IFLAG
. eq . . TRUE . ) then
x(ic,ibead) = xnew
y(ic,ibead) = ynew
z(ic,ibead) = znew
endif
continue
enddo
return
end
subroutine create_chain(N,NCHAIN,NPHI)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(2,200) ,y(2,200) ,z(2,200)
common /phi/ cosp(lOOO) ,sinp(1000)
common /abc/ bond,hcdm,hcsq, tol , iseed
logical IFLAG
c INITIAL CHAIN CONFIGURATION
dNPHI = dfloat(NPHI)
do i = 1,NCHAIN
x(i,l)=0.0
y(i,l)=0.0
z(i,l)=0.0
do J = 2,N
IFLAG = .FALSE.
dowhile (IFLAG . ne . . TRUE .
)
m=int (dNPHI*dran(iseed) )+l
cphi=cosp(m)
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sphi=sinp(in)
ctheta=2.0*dran(iseed)-l
.0
stheta=dsqrt(1.0dO-ctheta*ctheta)
xnew=x (i
,
jm) +bond*stheta*cphi
ynew=y(i,jm)+bond*stheta*sphi
znew=z ( i
,
jm) +bond*ctheta
IFLAG =
.TRUE,
do k = l,jm
xd = xnew - x(i,k)
yd = ynew - y(i,k)
zd = znew - z(i,k)
rd = xd*xd + yd*yd + zd*zd
if (rd.lt. hcsq)IFLAG =
.FALSE,
enddo
enddo
if (IFLAG
. eq . . TRUE
.
) then
x(i,j) = xnew
y(i,j) = ynew
z(i,j) = znew
endif
enddo
enddo
return
end
c
subrout ine radius (N , NCHAIN , ISAMPL , lORAD)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(2,200) ,y(2,200) ,z(2,200)
common /rad/ rg(2) ,rc ,rgl ,rg2 ,rgc
do ic = 1, NCHAIN
rd=0 .
0
do i = 1,N-1
ip=i+l
do j = ip,N
xd=x(ic,i)-x(ic, j)
yd=y(ic,i)-y(ic, j)
zd=z(ic,i)-z(ic, j)
rd=rd+xd*xd+yd*yd+zd*zd
enddo
enddo
rg(ic) = rd/dfloat(N*N)
enddo
M = N*NCHAIN
rd = 0.0
do i = 1,M-1
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ic = int((i+N-l)/N)
ib = mod((i+N-l) ,N) + 1
ip = i + 1
do j = ip,M
jc = int((j+N-l)/N)
Jb = mod((j+M-l) ,N) + 1
xd = x(ic,ib)-x(jc, jb)
yd = y(ic,ib)-y(jc,jb)
zd = z(ic,ib)-z(jc, jb)
rd = rd + xd*xd + yd*yd + zd*zd
enddo
enddo
rc = rd/df loat (M*M)
write (lORAD, 101) ISAMPL,rg(l) ,rg(2) ,rc
101 format(i5,3(lx,el2.5))
return
end
c
subroutine center_mass(N,NCHAIN)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x (2 , 200)
,
y (2 , 200) , z(2 , 200)
common /rem/ xcm(2) ,ycm(2) ,2cm(2)
dN = dfloat(N)
do i = 1,NCHAIN
xcm(i) = 0.0
ycm(i) = 0.0
zcm(i) = 0.0
do j = 1,N
xcm(i) = xcm(i) + x(i,j)
ycm(i) = ycm(i) + y(i,j)
zcm(i) = zcm(i) + z(i,j)
enddo
xcm(i) = xcm(i)/dM
ycm(i) = ycm(i)/dN
zcm(i) = zcm(i)/dN
enddo
return
end
c
subroutine distance (N , NCHAIN , ISAMPL , lODIS)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /rem/ xcm(2) ,ycm(2) ,zcm(2)
call center_mass(N, NCHAIN)
xd = xcm(l) - xcm(2)
yd = ycm(l) - ycm(2)
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zd = zcm(l) - zcm(2)
rd = xd*xd + yd*yd + zd*zd
rd = dsqrt(rd)*l
.OdlO
write (lODIS, 101) ISAMPL.rd
101 format(lx,i4,lx,f9.5)
return
end
c
subroutine translate (N , NCHAIN)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x (2 , 200) ,y (2 , 200) , z(2 , 200)
common /rem/ xcm(2) ,ycm(2) ,zcm(2)
common /rad/ rg(2) ,rc , rgl ,rg2 ,rgc
logical IFLAG
dN = dfloat(N)
delta = dsqrt(rgl) + dsqrt(rg2)
delta = 0.5*delta
IFLAG = .FALSE,
dowhile ( IFLAG. ne. .TRUE.)
IFLAG = .TRUE,
call center_mass(N, NCHAIN)
do ic = 1, NCHAIN
do ib = 1,N
x(ic,ib) = x(ic,ib) - xcm(ic)
y(ic,ib) = y(ic,ib) - ycm(ic)
z(ic,ib) = z(ic,ib) - zcm(ic)
enddo
enddo
do ib = 1,N
x(l,ib) = x(l,ib) - delta
x(2,ib) = x(2,ib) + delta
enddo
xleft = x(l,l)
xright = x(2,l)
do ib = 1,N
if (x(l,ib) .gt.xleft)xleft = x(l,ib)
if (x(2,ib) .lt.xright)xright = x(2,ib)
enddo
if (xleft .gt .xright) then
delta = 1.05*delta
IFLAG = .FALSE,
endif
enddo
return
end
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subroutine cube(N,NCHAIN)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(2,200)
,y(2,200) ,z(2,200)
common /box/ xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,2min,zmax
common /rad/ rg(2) ,rc,rgl ,rg2 ,rgc
logical IFLAG
xmax = x(l,l)
xmin = x(l , 1)
ymax = y(l,l)
ymin = y(l,l)
zmax = z ( 1 , 1
)
zmin = z(l , 1)
do ic = 1,NCHAIN
do ib = 2,N
xc = x(ic,ib)
yc = y(ic,ib)
zc = z(ic,ib)
if (xmax
. It .xc) xmax = xc
if (xmin
.
gt . xc) xmin = xc
if (ymax . It
.
yc) ymax = yc
if (ymin.gt .yc) ymin = yc
if (zmax . It . zc) zmax = zc
if (zmin.gt .zc) zmin = zc
enddo
enddo
dN = dfloat(N)
delta = dsqrt(rgl) + dsqrt(rg2)
delta = 1.25*delta
IFLAG = .FALSE.
dowhile (IFLAG. ne. .TRUE.)
if (xmin . gt . -delta . and . xmax . It . delta) then
if (ymin. gt . -delta, and. ymax . It .delta) then
if (zmin.gt . -delta, and. zmax . It . delta) then
IFLAG = .TRUE,
endif
endif
endif
if (IFLAG. ne. .TRUE. )delta = 1.05 * delta
enddo
xmin = - delta
xmax = + delta
ymin - - delta
ymax = + delta
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zmin = - delta
zmax = + delta
return
end
function iconnx(N,NCHAIN)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(2,200)
,y(2,200) ,z(2,200)
common /abc/ bond,hcdin,hcsq,tol,iseed
CONNECTIVITY TEST
iconnx=l
do i = 1,NCHAIN
do j = 1,N-1
jP=j+l
xd=x(i, jp)-x(i, j)
yd=y(i,jp)-y(i,j)
zd=z(i, jp)-z(i, j)
rd=dsqrt (xd*xd+yd*yd+zd*zd)
if (dabs (rd-bond)
.
gt . tol) then
iconnx=0
return
endif
enddo
enddo
return
end
subroutine chainion(N,NCHAIN)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /ion/ Fion,Nion,ion(2,200)
CHARGES ON CHAINS
dN = dfloat(N)
do i = 1,NCHAIN
do j = 1,N
ion(i, j)=0
enddo
enddo
do ic = 1,NCHAIN
if (mod(ic , 2) . eq. 0) ionsign = -1
if (mod(ic , 2) .ne . 0) ionsign = 1
jb = 1
dowhile ( jb . le . Nion)
ib = int (dN*dran(iseed) ) + 1
if (ion(ic , ib) . eq. 0) then
ion(ic,ib) = ionsign
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jb = jb + 1
endif
enddo
enddo
return
end
subroutine output (N,NCHAIN,NSAMPL,IODAT)
implicit real 8(a-h,o-z)
common /abc/ bond,hcdm,hcsq,tol
, iseed
common /sol/ temp .DebyeLength
, cCoulomb
common /ion/ Fion , Nion , ion(2
, 200)
C OUTPUT
: CHAIN AND SOLUTION PARAMETERS
write(I0DAT,2001)
write(I0DAT,2002)
writeClODAT, lOODN
write(I0DAT,1002)NSAMPL
writedODAT, 1003) (bond*l
. OdlO)
write(I0DAT,1004) (hcdin*1.0dlO)
write (lODAT , 1005) temp
write (lODAT, 1007) (DebyeLength*l
. OdlO)
write(I0DAT,1009)Fion
write(I0DAT,2003)
do i = l.NCHAIN
write(I0DAT,1010)i
write (lODAT.lOl 1) (ion(i, j) ,j=l,N)
enddo
1001 f ormat (2x , 'Number of beads = ',13)
1002 format (2x, 'Number of samples = ',14)
1003 format (2x, 'Bond length (Angstrom) = ',fl0.5)
1004 f ormat (2x, 'Hard core separation (Angstrom) = ',fl0.5)
1005 format (2x, 'Temperature (Kelvin) = ',fl0.5)
1007 format (2x, 'Debye Huckel screening length (Angstrom) = ',fl0.5)
1009 f ormat (2x, 'Fraction of monomers charged = ',fl0.5)
1010 f ormat (2x, 'Charges on chain ',12,' :')
1011 format(10(4x, 10(12, 2x) ,/))
2001 format (2x, 'ASSOCIATION OF TWO OPPOSITELY CHARGED CHAINS',/)
2002 format (2x, 'CHAIN AND SOLUTION PARAMETERS')
2003 format(/,2x, 'DISTRIBUTION OF CHARGES')
return
end
subroutine iochain(N , NCHAIN , ISAMPL , lOXYZ)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(2 , 200)
,
y (2 , 200) ,z(2 , 200)
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do j = 1,N
xl = x(l, j)*1.0dlO
yl = y(l,j)*1.0dlO
zl = z(l,j)*l.OdlO
x2 = x(2, j)*l .OdlO
y2 = y(2,j)*1.0dl0
z2 = z(2,j)*1.0dl0
write(I0XYZ,100)ISAMPL,xl,yl,2l,x2,y2,z2
enddo
100 format(i4,lx,6(lx,f9.4))
return
end
program POLYAMPHOLYTE
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
N=50)
NC=10*N)
NTMP=10)
NPHI=1000)
MCSTEP=N)
NWARMP=50000)
NSAMPL=100000)
I0SEQ=21)
I0DAT=22)
I0XYZ=23)
I0RAD=24)
IOENG-25)
I0CRG=26)
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter
parameter I0CEC=27)
dimension ncrg(NTMP,0:NC) ,ncec (NTMP ,0 :NC)
common /xyz/ x(200)
,y (200) ,z(200)
common /abc/ bond, hcdm, he sq,i seed
common /sol/ alpha , beta
,
gamma
common /ion/ NionP,NionM,ion(200)
common /phi/ cosp(lOOO) , sinp(lOOO)
common /min/ xmin(200) ,ymin(200) ,zmin(200)
logical lONFLAG
open(unit
open (unit
open (unit'
open(unit'
open(vuiit'
open(unit'
open(unit'
lOSEQ.file^
lODAT.file^
IOXYZ,file^
IORAD,file^
lOENG.file^
lOCRG.file^
lOCECfile^
'12301. seq')
'f009.dat')
'f009. xyz')
'fOOQ.rad')
'f009.eng')
'f009. erg')
'f009.cec')
CHAIN AND SOLUTION PARAMETERS
dN - dfloat(N)
bond = l.OdO
hcdm = dsqrt(3.0d0)*bond/2.0
hcsq = hcdm*hcdm
FionP =0.1
FionM =0.1
NionP = int(FionP*dN)
NionM = int(FionM*dN)
alpha =1.0
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gamma =0.1
thetaO =5.0
rtheta = 1.0/2.0
iseed=90371
write (lODAT, 201 )iseed
pi = 4.0*datan(l .OdO)
xpi=2
. 0*pi/df loat (NPHI)
do i = l.NPHI
phi=-pi+df loat (i-1) *xpi
cosp(i)=dcos(phi)
sinp(i)=dsin(phi)
enddo
do itmp = 1,NTMP
do i = 1,NC
ncrg(itmp,i) = 0
enddo
enddo
Create initial chain configuration and output parameters,
do i = 1,N
read(I0SEq,301)im,ion(i)
enddo
call createChain(N,NPHI)
call output (N,NSAMPL,IODAT)
Warmup configuration of non-interacting chain.
lONFLAG = .FALSE,
do IWARMP = l.NWARMP
call sawChain(N , NPHI , MCSTEP , lONFLAG)
if (iconnx(N) .eq.0)then
writedODAT.lOl)
lERROR = -1
call iochain(N,IERROR,IOXYZ)
goto 9999
endif
enddo
do itmp = l.NTMP
lONFLAG = .TRUE.
beta = thetaO* (rtheta) **(itmp-l)
Warmup configuration of interacting chain,
do IWARMP = l.NWARMP
call sawChain(N, NPHI, MCSTEP, lONFLAG)
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if (iconnx(N)
.eq.O)then
write(I0DAT,101)
IERROR = -1
call iochainCN, TERROR, lOXYZ)
goto 9999
endif
.
JWARMP = IWARMP + (itmp-1) * (NSAMPL+NWARMP)
rg = radius (N, JWARMP, lORAD)
ec = energy (N, JWARMP, IQENG)
enddo
Configuration of interacting chain,
rc = 0.0
et = 0.0
ecmin = energy (N,-l , lOENG)
do ISAMPL = 1,NSAMPL
call sawChain(N , NPHI , MCSTEP , lONFLAG)
if (iconnx(N) .eq.O)then
write(I0DAT,101)
TERROR = -1
call iochain(N, TERROR, IQXYZ)
goto 9999
endif
JSAMPL = TSAMPL + (itmp-1) *NSAMPL + itmp*NWARMP
rg = radius (N, JSAMPL, TORAD)
ec = energy (N, JSAMPL, TOENG)
rc = rc + rg
et = et + ec
icrg = int(10.0*rg)
ncrg(itmp,icrg) = ncrg(itmp , icrg) + 1
icec = int(10.0*(25.0-ec))
ncec(itmp,icec) = ncec (itmp , icec) + 1
if (ec . It . ecmin)then
ecmin = ec
TECMIN = TSAMPL
do i = 1,N
xmin(i) = x(i)
ymin(i) = y(i)
zmin(i) = z(i)
enddo
endif
enddo
rc = rc/dfloat(NSAMPL)
et = et/dfloat(NSAMPL)
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write(I0DAT,202)itinp,beta,rc,et,ecmin
call iochain(N,IECMIN,IQXYZ)
enddo
do i = 1,NC
write (lOCRG, 203) i, (ncrg(itmp,i) ,itmp=l,NTMP)
write (lOCEC, 203) i, (ncec(itmp,i)
, itmp=l ,NTMP)
enddo
c
101 format (2x, 'FAILED CONNECTIVITY TEST.')
201 format (2x, 'Seed for random number function = M9)
202 format(2x,i3,4(2x,el2.5))
203 format(lx,i3,10(lx,i6))
301 format(lx,i3,lx,i2)
c
9999 stop
end
c
subroutine sawChain (N , NPHI , MCSTEP , IQNFLAG)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(200)
,y (200) ,2(200)
common /abc/ bond,hcdm,hcsq, iseed
common /sol/ alpha, bet a, gamma
common /ion/ NionP ,NionM, ion(200)
common /phi/ cosp(lOOO) ,sinp(1000)
logical IONFLAG,IFLAG
tol = bond*1.0d-6
dN = dfloat(N)
dNPHI = dfloat(NPHI)
do istep = 1, MCSTEP
ibead = int (dN*ran3(iseed) ) + 1
xold = x(ibead)
yold = y(ibead)
zold = z(ibead)
ionB = ion(ibead)
IFLAG = .TRUE.
c INTERNAL BONDS
if (ibead. ne . 1 . and. ibead. ne . N) then
ip=ibead+l
im=ibead-l
xx=x(ip)-x(im)
yy=y(ip)-y(im)
zz=z(ip)-z(im)
rd=dsqrt (xx*xx+yy*yy+zz*zz)
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xm=(x(ip)+x(im))/2.0
ym=(y(ip)+y(im))/2.0
zm=(z(ip)+2(im))/2.0
xbb=xold-xm
ybb=yold-ym
zbb=zold-zm
xeb= (yy*zbb-zz*ybb) /rd
yeb= (2z*xbb-xx*zbb) /rd
zeb= (xx*ybb-yy*xbb) /rd
m=int(dNPHI*ran3(iseed))+l
cphi=cosp(m)
sphi=sinp(m)
xnew=xm+cphi*xbb+sphi*xeb
ynew=ym+cphi*ybb+sphi*yeb
znew=zm+cphi*zbb+sphi*zeb
rd = 0.0
rd = rd + (xnew-x(im))**2
rd = rd + (ynew-y (im) ) **2
rd = rd + (znew-z(im))**2
rd = dsqrt(rd)
if (dabs(rd-bond) .gt .tol) IFLAG = .FALSE,
rd = 0.0
rd = rd + (xnew-x (ip) ) **2
rd = rd + (ynew-y (ip) )**2
rd = rd + (znew-z(ip) ) **2
rd = dsqrt(rd)
if (dabs(rd-bond) .gt .tol) IFLAG = .FALSE.
c END BONDS
else
m=int (dNPHI*ran3 (iseed) )+l
cphi=cosp(m)
sphi=sinp(m)
ctheta=2 . 0d0*ran3 (iseed) -1 . OdO
stheta=dsqrt (1 . OdO-ctheta*ctheta)
if (ibead.eq. l)nm=2
if (ibead.eq.N)nin=N-l
xnew=x(nm)+bond*stheta*cphi
ynew=y (nm) +bond*stheta*sphi
2new=z (run) +bond*ctheta
rd = 0.0
rd = rd + (xnew-x (nin))**2
rd = rd + (ynew-y (nin))**2
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rd = rd + (znew-z(nin) ) **2
rd = dsqrt(rd)
if (dabs(rd-bond)
.gt .tol) IFLAG =
.FALSE,
endif
c EXCLUDED VOLUME TEST
do 10 jb = 1,N
if (jb.eq.ibead)goto 10
xd=dabs(xnew-x(jb)
)
if (xd.lt .hcdm) then
yd=dabs(ynew-y(jb))
if (yd.lt .hcdm) then
zd=dabs (znew-z
( jb)
)
if (zd.lt
.hcdin)then
rd=xd*xd+yd*yd+zd*zd
if (rd . It . hcsq) IFLAG=
. FALSE
.
endif
endif
endif
10 continue
if ( lONFLAG
. eq . . TRUE
.
) then
if ( ionB . ne . 0 . and . IFLAG
. eq . . TRUE
.
) then
c Calculate energy of old and new states.
Eold =0.0
Enew =0.0
do 20 jb = 1,N
ionC = ion(jb)
if (ionC.eq.O)goto 20
if (jb.eq.ibead)goto 20
xc = x(jb)
yc = y(jb)
zc = z(jb)
don = df loat (ionC*ionB)
xd = xc - xold
yd = yc - yold
zd = zc - zold
rd = dsqrt(xd*xd + yd*yd + zd*zd)
Eold = Eold + cIon*dexp(-gainma*rd)/rd
xd = xc - xnew
yd = yc - ynew
zd = zc - znew
rd = dsqrt(xd*xd + yd*yd zd*zd)
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Knew
-
Enew + cIon*dexp(-gaiTuna*rd) /rd
continue
Eold = (alpha/beta) *Eold
Enew = (alpha/beta) *Enew
if (Enew
.
ge . Eold) then
w = dexp(-(Enew-Eold))
if (w.lt
.1.0.and.ran3(iseed)
.gt.w)IFLAG =
.FALSE
endif
endif
endif
If acceptable, assign new coordinates to bead
if (IFLAG.eq. .TRUE.) then
x(ibead) = xnew
y(ibead) = ynew
z(ibead) = znew
endif
enddo
return
end
subroutine createChain(N ,NPHI)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(200) ,y(200) ,z(200)
common /phi/ cosp(lOOO) ,sinp(1000)
common /abc/ bond ,hcdm,hcsq, iseed
logical IFLAG
INITIAL CHAIN CONFIGURATION
dNPHI = dfloat(NPHI)
x(l)=0.0
y(l)=0.0
z(l)=0.0
do i = 2,N
im=i-l
IFLAG = .FALSE.
dowhi le ( IFLAG . ne . . TRUE
.
)
m=int(dNPHI*ran3(iseed))+l
cphi=cosp(m)
sphi=sinp(m)
ctheta=2.0*ran3(iseed)-l .0
stheta=dsqrt ( 1 . OdO-ctheta*ctheta)
xnew=x(im)+bond*stheta*cphi
ynew=y (im)+bond*stheta*sphi
znew=z ( im) +bond*ctheta
()!)
IFLAG =
.TRUE,
do j = l,im
xd = xnew - x(j)
yd = yneu - y(j)
zd = znew - z(j)
rd = xd*xd + yd*yd + zd*zd
if (rd.lt. hcsq) IFLAG =
.FALSE,
enddo
enddo
if (IFLAG. eq. .TRUE.) then
x(i) = xnew
y(i) = ynew
z(i) = znew
endif
enddo
return
end
c
function energy (N , ISAMPL , lOENG)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(200)
,y (200) ,z(200)
common /sol/ alpha, beta, gamma
common /ion/ NionP,NionM,ion(200)
echain =0.0
do i = 1,N-1
ip=i+l
do j = ip,M
xd=x(i)-x(j)
yd=y(i)-y(j)
zd=z(i)-z(j)
rd=dsqrt (xd*xd+yd*yd+zd*zd)
cion = df loat (ion(i)*ion(j))
echain = echain + cion*dexp(-gamma*rd)/rd
enddo
enddo
echain = alpha*echain
if (mod(ISAMPL,10) .eq.O)then
write (lOENG , 101) ISAMPL , echain
endif
energy = echain
101 format (17, lx,el2.5)
return
end
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function radius (N,ISAMPL,IORAD)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(200)
,y (200) ,2(200)
rd=0
.
0
do i = 1,N-1
ip=i+l
do j = ip,N
xd=x(i)-x(j)
yd=y(i)-y(j)
zd=z(i)-z(j)
rd=rd+xd*xd+yd*yd+zd*zd
enddo
enddo
rd = rd/dfloat(N*N)
if (mod(ISAMPL,10) .eq.O)then
write (lORAD, 101) ISAMPL,rd
endif
radius = rd
101 format(i7,lx,el2.5)
return
end
c
function iconnx(N)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /xyz/ x(200)
,y (200) ,z(200)
common /abc/ bond,hcdm,hcsq, iseed
iconnx=l
tol = bond*1.0d-6
do i = 1,N-1
ip=i+l
xd=x(ip)-x(i)
yd=y(ip)-y(i)
zd=z(ip)-z(i)
rd=dsqrt (xd*xd+yd*yd+zd*zd)
if (dabs (rd-bond) . gt . toDthen
iconnx=0
return
endif
enddo
return
end
c
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subroutine chainion(N)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /abc/ bond,hcdm,hcsq,iseed
common /ion/ NionP,NionM,ion(200)
dN = dfloat(N)
do i = 1,N
ion(i)=0
enddo
Assign positive charges to beads
j = 1
dowhileCj
. le .NionP)
ibead = int (dN*ran3(iseed) ) + 1
if (ion(ibead)
.eq.O)then
ion(ibead) = 1
J = J + 1
endif
enddo
Assign negative charges to beads
j = 1
dowhile ( j . le . NionM)
ibead = int (dN*ran3(iseed) ) + 1
if (ion (ibead) .eq.O)then
ion(ibead) = -1
J = j + 1
endif
enddo
return
end
subroutine output (N , NSAMPL , lODAT)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /abc/ bond,hcdm,hcsq, iseed
common /sol/ alpha, beta, gamma
common /ion/ NionP, NionM, ion(200)
DebyeL = bond/gamma
OUTPUT : CHAIN AND SOLUTION PARAMETERS
write(I0DAT,2001)
write(I0DAT,20O2)
write(I0DAT,1001)N
write (I0DAT,1002)NSAMPL
write (lODAT , 1003) bond
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2001
2002
c
write(I0DAT,1004)hcdm
write(IODAT,1007)DebyeL
write(I0DAT,1009)NionP
write(I0DAT,1010)NionM
1001 format (2x, 'Number of beads I",""
1002 format(2x, 'Number of samples l!'^^^
1003 format (2x, 'Bond length
1004 format(2x, 'Hard core separation
1007 format(2x,'Debye Huckel screening length - ,
1009 format(2x. 'Number of positive charges = /-o)
1010 format (2x, 'Number of negative charges = /J3format(2x. 'CONFORMATION STATISTICS OF A POLYAMPHOLYTYE ' /)format (2x, 'CHAIN AND SOLUTION PARAMETERS')
return
end
subroutine iochain(N , ISAMPL , IGXYZ)
implicit real *8(a-h,o-z)
common /min/ xmin(200) ,yrain(200) ,zmin(200)
do i = 1,N
write(I0XYZ,100)ISAMPL,xmin(i),ymin(i)
,zmin(i)
enddo
100 format(i7,3(lx,f9.4))
return
end
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c Uniform Random Number Generator dran
c The Art of Computer Programming. Vol 2
C Donald E. Knuth
c Addison Wesley Publishing Company, Reading MA, 1969.
double precision function dran(iy)
c Returns a uniform random deviate between 0
. 0 and 1 0 Set IYto an arbitrary integer prior to the first call to'oRANinteger ly
integer ia,ic,itwo,m2,m,mic
double precision halfm.s
double precision datan,dsqrt
data m2/0/,itwo/2/
if (m2.ne.0)goto20
m = 1
10 m2 - m
m = itwo*m2
if (m.gt .m2)gotol0
halfm = m2
ia = 8*idint(halfm*datan(l
.d0)/8.d0) + 5
ic = 2*idint(halfm*(0.5d0 - dsqrt(3.d0)/6.d0)) + 1
mic = (m2 - ic) + m2
s = 0.5/halfm
20 iy = iy*ia
if (iy.gt.mic)iy = (iy - m2) - m2
iy = iy + ic
if (iy/2.gt.m2)iy = (iy - m2) - m2
if (iy.lt .0)iy = (iy + m2) + m2
dran = dble(iy)*s
return
end
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Uniform Random Number Generator ran3
Numerical Recipes: The Art nf q^-i ^.,4-
•
-p • ^
B. P Flannerv S T ! f , ^'^^^^^^ Computing, W. H. Press
^.
^i y, . A. Teukolsky and W. T. Vetterlmg, edsCambridge University Press. Cambridge UK, 1986.
function ran3(iduin)
Returns a uniform random deviate between 0.0 and 1
. 0. Set IDUMany negative value to initialise or reinitialize the seq^enc!implicit real *8(a-h,o-z) «4 e.
parameter (mbig=1000000000,mseed=161803398,mz=0 fac=ldimension ma(55) ' *
data iff /O/
if (idum.lt
.0. or. iff .eq.O) then
iff = 1
mj = mseed-iabs(idum)
mj = modCmj ,mbig)
ma (55) = mj
mk = 1
do i = 1,54
ii = mod(21*i,55)
ma(ii) = mk
mk = mj-mk
if (mk. It .mz)mk = mk+mbig
mj = ma(ii)
enddo
do k = 1,4
do i = 1,55
ma(i) = ma(i)-ma(l+mod(i+30,55))
if (ma(i) .It .mz)ma(i) = ma(i)+mbig
enddo
enddo
inext = 0
inextp = 31
idum = 1
endif
inext = inext+1
if (inext .eq. 56) inext = 1
inextp = inextp+1
if (inextp. eq. 56) inextp = 1
mj = ma(inext) -ma(inextp)
if (mj . It .mz)mj = mj+mbig
ma (inext) = mj
ran3 = mj*fac
return
end
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